Freshman Studies revived and revised
The Committee on Academic
Planning presented its proposal
for Freshmen Studies to the
faculty in a memo on February
15.
R ichard
W arch,
vice
president of academic affairs,
invites both faculty and students
to comment on the proposal
before it is presented for formal
action. The Com m ittee thus
hopes to present the proposal
with answers rather than
questions concerning its staffing.
The Studies will be offered for
one term in the fall and be
required of all freshmen. The
course will be much like the
original Freshmen Studies in

stituted under President Nathan
Pusey.
The course’s p rim ary aim
would be to increase the student’s
ability to read works of substance
and to write about and discuss
them with clarity, accuracy, and
precision. A common reading
list, four writing assignments,
common midterms and final
exams are part of the Com
mittee’s proposal. Also students
living in the same dorm would be
placed together in Freshmen
Studies Classes.
Students would attend a
general lecture for each work
which they will be reading. The

speakers could be Lawrence
faculty or appropriate outside
speakers. Students also would
take one of the Freshm en
Seminars which are taught in the
winter and
spring
terms.
Seminars in Composition would
be offered during the winter and
spring terms for students who
were nominated by their in
structors or members of the
English department.
The Committee believes that
there will be little difficulty in
finding twenty interested faculty
members to teach the course.
The instructors will be selected
from
various
academ ic

disciplines, although probably
not equally from each area. One
member of the Freshmen Studies
staff will become Director of the
program and assume overall
responsibility for the program.
His only teaching commitment
for the fall term will be one
Freshmen Studies section.
The reading list for the course
is not established yet. The
Committee noted books which
have been used in the past and
might be considered. They are;
The R epublic, H am let, The
Prince, Walden, The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions, The
Gospel according to Mark, The

C o m m u n is t
M a n if e s t o ,
Socialism: Utopian and Scien
tific, and A Passage to India.
Student m em bers on the
Committee on Academic Plan
ning are Mark Edwards, ’78 and
Avis A rm field, ’79. Faculty
members are Charles Bruenig,
professor of history, Marjorie
Irvin, professor of music, Robert
Rosenberg,
professor
of
chem istry, W illia m Schutte,
professor of English, Dan Taylor,
acting vice president of campus
life, M arw in W rolstad, vice
president for financial affairs,
and R ich ard
W arch,
vice
president of academic affairs.
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LLJCC resolves honorarium issue
by Pam Marshak
Mike Schwartz’s controversial
honorarium was the topic of
discussion at LUCC’s February
6th meeting.
Schwartz complained that the
committee’s decision to request
the return of $70 of his $120
honorarium was made in his
absence. Schwartz was con
sequently invited to attend the
meeting to comment on his
position.
After Schwartz’s statement the
committee rescinded its decision
so that the same motion could be
made in his presence. At this
point, however, faculty member
Pann McCuaig left the meeting.
With quorum broken, the council
had no choice but to call a recess.
LUCC met again on the 13th
and addressed the issue. Once
again the motion was brought up,
but this time it was voted down.
LUCC President Don Sweeting
later expressed his disap 
pointment with the “ fickleness”
of the council. He felt that their
decisions were not well thought
through and were inconsistent
Schwartz was the only LUCC
officer to receive the additional
honorarium.
Com m ittee
reports
were
another area of concern. The
Committee on Committees an
nounced that each of the com

m ittees is now com pletely
staffed. Work on standardizing
budget procedures for groups
seeking allocations is currently
underway. This is an attempt to
equalize funding opportunities
for all interested groups.
The Board of Control reported
on the Lawrentian’s financial
status. The paper is in the
process of paying off last year’s
deficit by collecting from
delinquent advertisers The Board
also reported their acceptance of
the resignation of Lawrentian coeditor Carol Rees. Pete Lane,
Anne Strotz and Bob Wilson have
been appointed to join Dan
Pannebaker as co-editors of this
year’s Tropos Revue.
An extension was granted to
the five-week mandate of the
Committee on Self-Evaluation.
Changes
in
the
funding
procedures, the timing of officer
elections, and the responsibilities
of LUCC officers and committees
are expected at the end of the
term.
The Viking Room Committee is
currently
exploring
the
feasibility of obtaining a Class A
liquor license. This would enable
the Viking Room to serve wine as
well as beer.
The council’s New Business

opened with the approval of Kurt
Amend as parlimentarian, a
position unfilled since last spring.
LUCC No. 41 was also discussed,
and Section 11B of this regulation
r e g a r d in g
L aw rence
organizations, now specifies the
necessity for organizations to
submit their annual registration
“ no later than the third week of
the term prior to the year in
which it will take effect.”
Organizations which fail to do
so will “ lose their registered
status and not be afforded
university privileges until such
renewal is made.”
The last issue considered was
that of encampment, a Lawrence
tradition of student-faculty
retreats, defunct since 1968 An
open discussion recognized the
values of such a retreat, but also
expressed a concern that it might
compete
with
the
new
housefellow program currently
underway in the dorms.

Sweeting feels that these
programs have much potential,
and that once the housefellow
program is more firmly
established, encampment could
be integrated with it. All-dorm
retreats with faculty members is
one way in which this integration
could take place.

Group manage with limited allocations
by David Becker
In its annual budget, LUCC
allocated money to various ex
tra cu rricu la r
groups.
The
Lawrentian recently asked a
number of these organizations
whether the funds received from
LUCC have been adequate.
Circle
K,
a
service
organization, received $75. Ac
cording to Erich Press, a group
leader, this is more than
adequate for their needs. Robin
Kipnis feels the $150 appropriated
to the Coffeehouse is just barely
adequate. This money is spent for
food and new equipment. The
Special
Events
C om m ittee
donates an extra $200 a term for
guest artists.
The Co-op was allocated $945,
most of which is spent on public
relations. This $945 is not suf
ficient for the Co-op’s needs, but
the group holds fund raising
projects, such as selling Larry U
T-shirts, in order to balance its
budget.
The F ilm Society is not
receiving any money from LUCC
this year. The revenue it
generates is supposed to be at
least equal to the cost of the
movies, but Liz Mack reports
that it is presently in debt.
According to Dave McColgin,
the Committee for Gay Aware
ness is dissatisfied with the
$200 it received. The group is
requesting additional money for

speakers from SEC, and is asking
for a library. However, the
organization is selling T-shirts to
increase its treasury.
L a w re n c e
In t e r n a t io n a l
received $475 and was forced to
cut down its activities slightly.
They cancelled a conference of
international students attending
Wisconsin colleges. But it does
plan to have a food fair later this
term, as well as sponsoring a
speaker in the spring.
The Photo Society was hurt by

budget resolved at the beginning
of the school year. The group
obtained $125, half of its
allocation for the previous year,
and had to curtail its program,
scheduling just two field trips.
Tropos,
the
literary
publication, received $800 from
LUCC last year, but got $250 this
year. According to Pete Lane of
the Tropos staff, Tropos is
“ desperate” for more funds
because the printing costs
amount to $1500-$2000.

LU counselors revise selection process
by Molly Wyman
The five head counselors have
made a number of revisions in
the selection process for hall
counselors.
The selection of a counselor is a
sensitive process which is
reviewed and improved each
year. This year the head coun
selors drew up new recom
mendation forms and changed
the format of applications and
evaluations.
Standard criteria have been set
for the application and interview
processes. This will provide a
better basis for thorough, un
biased consideration and com
parison of applications.
Off-campus applications will
now include a list of questions
designed to take the place of the
interview. References will be
used to review the weaknesses of

the candidate as well as his
strengths. The selection will thus
be based on more consistent,
thorough recommendations.
The five head counselors also
expanded the statement of goals
of the counseling system. Greg
Pettigrew, one of the five head
counselors, feels that the em
phasis on counseling “should be a
number-one priority or close to
it.” This new attitude, Pettigrew
feels, stems partly from the
recommendations of the Long
Range Planning Task Force. The
report stresses improving the
non-student aspect of residential
life.
About 45 counselors will be
selected for 1978-79 school year.
Counseling a Lawrence freshman
section is an experience in per
sonal interaction and requires
dedication and real interest.

CAST M EM BERS gambol through “ Figaro.”

—Photo by Rick Davis

“Marriage of Figaro” tonight
The Lawrence Opera Theatre
production
of
M ozart’s
masterpiece “The Marriage of
Figaro” premiered Thursday,
and will continue Friday and
Saturday in the Stansbury
Theatre. Curtain time is 8 p.m.
for all performances.
“The Marriage of Figaro” is
based on a play by Pierre
Beaumarchais first performed in
1784. The opera, with libretto by
Lorenzo da Ponte, had its debut
in Vienna in May 1786 and was
staged by the New York
Metropolitan Opera Company for
the first time in 1895.
Figaro, sung by James Chwaszczewski, is the center
of intrigue in this opera. Count
Almaviva, David Morin, though
new married to Rosina, Michelle
Mahn, covets Figaro’s fiancee
Susanna, sung on alternate nights
by Joanne Bozeman and Beth
Trompeter, and tries to thrust
Figaro into the arms of his aging
housekeeper Marcellina, Pamela
Frigo.
A rendezvous with the Count is
made for Susanna which Rosine
intends to keep. Complicated
misunderstandings and surprises
ensue, Marcellina turns out to be
Figaro’s mother and all ends
happily.
Other
members
of
the
Lawrence production include
John Koopman, professor of
music at Lawrence and music
director of the production, who
will sing the role of Doctor

Bartolo,
Karen
Tunks
as
Cherubino. and Daniel Baillie as
Don Basilio. Steve Clausing,
Dora Chiu, Bicki Moyer and
Kathleen M uir complete the
named roles, and a chorus of 11
supports the cast.
P ianists M ary Heiden and
Mary Manuel will be the ac
com panists
for
the
per
formances.
Fred
Gaines,
assistant
professor of theatre and drama at
Lawrence and the director of the
opera, has added two stagehandactors
to
the
Lawrence
production. They appear on the
stage with the singers and
become, at times, integral parts
of the action. Played by David
Vogel and Michael Fortuna, the
stagehands change the scenery in
full view of the audience,
sometimes during the scene for
comic effect, and add to Gaines’
frankly theatrical, lighthearted
production of the opera.
Assisting Koopman and Gaines
in the production are Gordon
Phetteplace, who did the scenic
and lighting design, Penny
Sheaffer, who designed the
costumes, and Rick Davis, who
served as stage manager. Jill
Swenson was in charge of
properties, Michael Fortuna and
Linda Pride handled make-up,
Dorian Ross served as the
assistant to the director, and
Steve
Newcombe
did
the
publicity graphics.
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'Editor’s A'otc
A return to tradition
This past week the Committee on Academic Planning
prepared a proposal on the Freshman Studies Program. The
proposal addresses areas which are central to the educational
process: analytical reading ability, concise writing, and ar
ticulate oral expression.
The promise of education is to improve student’s skills in
these areas, opening the way for continued intellectual
growth. For the Lawrence freshman the Freshman Core
Program is an initiation into the growth process. The program
facilitates this process by having the student read classics
from various academic fields and by emphasizing the
mechanics of reading, writing, and speaking.
The major change in this proposal is that all incoming
freshmen will take the same studies course, whereas in the
past they have been offered a selection. The purpose of this
change is to give the entire class a common base on which to
build their educational experiences.
To enhance the common experience, the Committee has
suggested that students be placed in studies sections on the
basis of housing assignments. It is hoped that by living
together and taking a class together students will continue the
learning process outside the classroom.
This suggestion is one weakness in a basically sound
proposal. Living-learning units have been criticized in the past
for closeting students in small groups and discouraging in
teraction with students in other units. Meeting new people with
different views is as important as developing a common core
of knowledge.
Contrary to a prevalent concern, students do have in
tellectual discussions when they are not in class, and this
occurs without the imposition of artificial living-learning
situations.
Otherwise, the proposal is sound. Sometimes a return to
tradition can be a good thing.
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The present age
No mistaking—
This is the age of
the common man,
and the common man knows
what he wants:
Some work, enough
to get by,
and lots of fun—
In short,
what is common.
And don’t you think,
he’s just a little man,
meek and modest,
And safely you can neglect
his common wants—
But try!
The dwarf assumes the size
of a ferocious giant!
‘Be common or perish!’

LETTEIU

Lawrence fraternity system: pros and cons
Dear Editor:
In the past few weeks here has
been an increasing amount of
ridicule and criticism directed
toward fraternities and the role
they play on campus. I feel it is
time that a serious look be taken
at the benefits and drawbacks of
the Lawrence fraternity system.
In addition, a close examination
of the system may reveal a few of
the factors which are causing
fraternities to develop a poor
reputation.
The fraternity system is based
on the ideal of a brotherhood or
bond linking a group of men
together. When one joins a
fraternity he is making a com
mittment to work to support a
group. At some point in our lives
we must all commit ourselves to
some task. During our years in
college most students seek to hold
on to their newly found in
dependence. However, some
students feel that by giving up a
sm all portion of their in 
dependence they will gain far
more from the experience of
working for the benefit of a
group.
The
experiences
gained from learning to handle
responsibility add a positive
aspact to fraternity life.

However, there are a few
problems which have developed
this year in connection with the
fraternity system. As a coun
selor in Trever I feel I have had a
chance to see their causes. Some
of the criticisms come from
students who do not realize that
the actions they criticize also
take place in many of the dorms.
The fraternities, though they
may have tried, have not been
able
to
monopolize
the
drunkenness and rowdiness.
However, they bear some
of
the
blam e
for
any
exaggerations and rumors which
might be spread on campus.
In the past few years fraternity
members have tended to with
draw into their houses and have
lost contact with the rest of the
Lawrence community. It is this
lack of contact which has led to
the spreading of rumors and
stereotypes. The division bet
ween the fraternities and the
other living units has been in
tensified
by
unnecessary
criticism of fraternities on the
part of some students. This
criticism has caused many
fraternity members to become
very defensive about their

fraternity and move toward even
greater isolation from the rest of
the campus. The isolation has
caused many students to judge
the fraternities after coming in
only limited contact with them.
A move has begun to get
fraternities more involved in
campus activities and bring them
in contact with the rest of the
student body more often.
However, increased fraternity
participation in the Lawrence
community will also require the
support of the student body.
Students must realize that
fraternities are not a negative
aspect of this campus. They
provide a positive and wor
thwhile experience to hundreds of
men and provide many activities
for the campus. If students would
maintain an open mind con
cerning fraternities and attempt
to find out what they really offer,
instead of accepting rumors as
fact, the fraternity system could
become a stronger and more
valuable aspect of this campus.
SCOTT M YERS
(Phi Delta Theta)
Acting Chairman of
Intra-Fraternity Council

Thanks to Trivia accomplices for success
Dear Editor,
We would like to express our
appreciation and admiration of
this year’s Trivia masters and
their Armadillo support staff.
The contest was one of the best in
years bacause of their diligent
and self sacrificing efforts
(Brightman and Rabbi may be
here for another whole year at
this rate). From the advance
publicity to sign off on Sunday
night (Mary Jane Cowan with
back up vocals from 10,000
screaming nuns and orphans),
Trivia was an absolute delight.
We must particularly thank
them for their outstanding
scorekeeping. Using the com
puter was a terrific example of
using computers for m an’s ad
vancement. Ah, sweet Trivia.
We hope that they can use the
computer again next year.
Also we hope that Trivia could

get more money for phones, both
on campus and off. Finally, we
hope that WLFM could get money
for repairing some of its equip
ment and for a stereo tran
smitter.
Despite all the jokes about
Larry Page, Marwin Wrolstad,
S m ith ’s labotomy and the
Physical Plant, we laughed and
knew that the Masters meant it in
the spirit of Trivia. If anybody
was insulted by jokes, then
perhaps
they
are
the
questionable characters as they
were portrayed.
Well, next year West Side
Golden Arches will be number
one (Look out Zerubebel, we will
get you on those fire regulations,
and the rest of youse guys like—
Hutton Dutton Button Company
in Walla Walla Washington)
Hail and Farewell,
(name that movie)
West Side Golden Arches

To the Editor:
The Trivia masters would like
to thank Michael Hall, Richard
Warch, David Cook, and John
Brandenberger for supporting
TRIVIA ’78’s use of the computer
center. Thanks also to Bruce
Grodnik and Larry Page for
helping to set things up.
A special round of applause is in
order for Gary Kohls and Mark
Piper for writing a scorekeeping
program
which
exceeded
everyone’s expectations.
You all helped make TRIVIA
’78 a tremendous success. Thank
you again.
—Bob Brightman
—Rick Davis
—Wes Evans
—Mark Holm
—George Kurylak
—Sue Littiken
—Rabbi
—Jane Thessin
—Greg Weber
- Dave Woboril

Unfortunate attempt at sophistication
To The Editor:
With a resigned sigh and heavy
heart, I address myself to Mr.
Jeff Hawley’s recent article,
“ Lawrence after London, a
Homecoming.” I am compelled
to comment on that rather un
fortunate
attem pt
at
sophistication.
The comparison of Appleton
with London is ludicrous. Of
course, a small and “ provincial”
town of sixty thousand cannot
possess the accoutrements of a
major metropolitan center. I
submit that Mr. Hawley’s pur
pose was demonstration of his
acerbic wit and worldy wisdom at
the expense of a town whose only
transgression is utter lack of size

and accompanying culture. That
someone of Mr. H aw ley’s
background (Beaver D am ;
familiarity does indeed breed
contempt) should select Appleton
as his target is particularly
ironic.
As a Former Lawrentian, I am
distressed to discover that such a
smug, superior attitude still
exists at an institution priding
itself on its liberal philosophy.
While it is at once chic to favor
im plem entation of a m u lti
cultural community, it is ap
parently not acceptable to
tolerate the duller folk of the Fox
Valley. Is the poor unfortunate
from Sheboygan, whom Mr.
Hawley chose to mock, somehow
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less of a human being because he
had the supreme misfortune not
to have been born in New York,
Paris, or London? Mr. Hawley
apparently seems to believe so.
That Lawrence (a good liberal
institution) continues to turn out
such self-styled elitists as Mr.
Hawley is nothing less than
tragic. Yet after two years at
Lawrence, I found this sort of
thinking prevalent. That a selfpossessed “ socially conscious”
student population can display
such blatant snobbishness and
intolerance, while still believing
itself capable of sustaining a
m ulti-cultural com m un ity, is
beyond belief.
MARY ELLEN MOORE
Madison, Wisconsin
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A view of student government in Latin America
by Jose Luis Romero
Few things can be more im 
pressive in Latin America than
the num ber of U niversity
(College) applicants compared to
the growing illiteracy figures. No
less im pressive is the way
dominant social groups argue
that students constitute a
“ privileged” class who should be
thankful for educational gifts
received from the governing
class and must remain silent,
regardless of political violations
of civil liberties.
This atmosphere has been a
breeding ground for conflicting
relations between peoples and
their governments. In relation to
this situation Latin-Am erican
student movements have begun
to speak, and act, in basis of a
threefold protest: against the
vilification of education, against
all repressive forces and against
any social order, national and-or
international that upholds both.
Student movements in Latin
America have, in the last 15
years, occupied an important
place in the revolutionary
process. In most of these coun
tries students and labor unions
have tried to act as major checks,
aim in g at balanced govern
mental policies. Many have paid
dearly.
Violent actions have inundated
the continent, from student
m obilizations in N icaragua,
A rgentina,
Colom bia
and
Venezuela to the Mexican
national student movement of
1968, which culminated with the
execution of over two hundred
people at the Plaza de las Tres
Culturas in Tlatelolco, Mexico
City.
Student movements have been
awakening and developing the
political maturity of thousands of
young people who now un
derstand the Latin-American
reality: countries are being
governed
by
an
alm ost
hereditary dynasty of members
belonging
to
the
highest
economic elite. Political leaders
tend to institute educational
programs that inculcate only the

values and knowledge of the
governing class.
As a result of this situation
Latin-American students are
aware that some of their petitions
will not create solutions within
the status quo. Therefore, the
need for some change in struc
tures has become self-evident.
But change can only occur if a
unified front exists. Only then
will these students go on the
streets and expose their petitions,
knowing they could suffer
governmental repression.
The fact that the student
population is not a group under
government control gives them
the virtue of acting as a
catalyzing factor in LatinAmerican society. The diversity
of social classes w ithin the
student population gives way to a
situation where representative
opinions can be voiced.
But why is all this important?
It
is
im portant
because
awareness without organization
is obsolete. We must understand
that the massive character of
student movements implies a
degree of strength at the rootlevel; that is, at the campus
level.
L a tin - A m e ric a n stu d e n ts
recognize their student govern
ment as the official spokesman
for their petitions. These students
believe that their elected leaders
will pursue the interests of the
majority. But why? Are they just
carried by sentim entalistic
currents? I think not.
I see two characteristics that
influence
the
way
LatinAmerican students view their
student governm ent. First,
complete student autonomy is
recognized. The governm ent
which students elect is their
governm ent. Completely in 
dependent from faculty and
administration.
Throughout the years these
students have demanded com
plete recognition of their in
dependence because when a
particular problem is addressed
students need a centralized body

that will give strength to their
petitions. Students need to know
that when the President of a
student government speaks, heshe will be heard and recognized
as a center of authority and
power. The President of a student
government needs power and
m ust
have
that
power
recognized. Otherwise, why have
student government.
Second, the structure of LatinAmerican student governments,
besides
providing
student
representation, is designed to be
workable and most important:
flexible. When the President of
such a government takes hold of
the office, at the beginning of the
school year, he-she already has

the backing of the student
com m unity on m any issues.
How? Elections are based on a
party system.
Each presidential candidate
must publish two documents: a
list of all cabinet members and a
party platform. During a period
of two weeks prior to elections
public debates are held between
candidates. This way when
students vote they consider both
the people that will surround the
President (in the administrative
area) and the plans which each
candidate will try to accomplish.
Once an individual has been
elected his actions are bound and
constrained by the student’s

PERSPECTIVES:
Homophobia is the fear of
homosexuality in others or in
oneself. According to Dr. George
Weinberg, men are more likely
than
women
to
fear
homosexuality in themselves
because of the widespread male
fear of seeming passive and
unmasculine. Many people hold
the naive misconception that
homosexuality (sexual attraction
towards the same sex) is iden
tical to inversion (the desire to be
like the opposite sex). This
confusion has led to the false
notion
that
most
m ale
homosexuals are effeminate. As
a result, men often fear that
homosexuality is a threat to their
masculinity.
Homophobia manifests itself in
many different ways. The fear
thaf
br;““

sick. As Weinberg points out, one
assaults someone “ because one is
mortally afraid of him .”
Weinberg divides the motives
for homophobia into several
catagories. Perhaps the most
obvious is the religious motive.
Anita Bryant, for exam ple,
quotes Leviticus to show that the
Bible condemns homosexuality.
She fails to notice, however, that
Leviticus also prohibits women
from wearing scarlet dresses and
prohibits everyone from eating
shrimp.
The secret fear of being
homosexual is another motive for
homophobia. People often ver
bally or physically attack
homosexuals as a way of
defending against homosexuality
in themselves.

constitution. The new President
must act in accordance with the
majority’s opinion. This way,
when Presidents of student
governments confer they can
each ensure complete backing of
their particular campuses.
This is perhaps why student
movements in Latin-America
have had massive student par
ticipation.T heir political con
science of the Latin-American
reality and their trust in local
student government have both
combined and produced student
movements throughout Latin
America.
Are you aware of the American
reality?

Homophobia
homosexual child.
The last and most interesting
motive for homophobia is the fear
of death. Weinberg suggests that
having children and gran d
children gives people a vicarious
sense of immortality that helps
lessen the fear. The existence of
homosexuals reminds people of
how entirely mortal they would
be if they did not have children.
Homophobia, then, is basically
a fear of people who seem dif
ferent in an essential respect.
Weinberg labels this attitude
“ acute conventionality” and
concludes that “ it has every
attribute of an irrational social
prejudice.”
David McColgin
Committee for
(iav Awareness

REA SU RES in the Teakwood Room include a Tiffany lamp, carved wood chair, stenciled
Veiling panels, and decorated wood beams.
-Photos by Dan McGehee
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Conn Organs — Steinway Pianos
308 E. College Ave., Appleton
734-1969, 734-3573

Take a Break
From Downer
2 Blocks from Campus

Hey Grads & Seniors! Peace Corps, Vista
People will be on Campus Today at These
Placement offices.
If you can handle helping other help I
selves, sign up for interviews at your
placement office, and talk to former volun
teers on Fri., Oct. 21, Institute of Tech.
College of Agr.

In Peace Corps, you'll help people over
seas help themselves and get these
benefits Free living-travel-health expen
ses 48 days paid vacation $3000 read
justment allowance after 2-year's service
In VISTA, you'll help Americans lift them
selves out of poverty, and get these
benefits Free living-health expenses
$600 allowance after 1 year's service

PEACE CORPS

** /7 Y

Serving the Entire Fox Valley

The Co-op will be running
one-day ski outings to the
following locations.
Saturday, February 18 . . .
Pine M ountain. Saturday,
February 25 . . . Vulcan.
You must make a reser
vation by calling the Co-op
Office at ext. 654. We reserve
the right to cancel a trip
because of lousy conditions or
substitute an alternate ski
area.
Note: Those who sign up will
be notified by 2:15 p.m. on
Friday as to the exact price of
the trip.

EUROPE

Uh

CHARTERS

2*3*4*5*0*7*8«9*10*11
W E E K F L IG H T S

.131900

.r è i

Mplr to London, Frankfurt, Pari«,
Amsterdam or Shannon
OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
FULL STUDY/TRAVEL/WORK
ABROAD SERVICES
You mult tlyn up early

SfRVINGMANY NATIONSAROUNDTHF WORLD

VISTA

At work inAmerica
0 M Federal Building

2123rdAvenue S , Room109
Minneapolis MN 5S401

1078

*<5P

fl______

HE

IN T E R N A T IO N A L
STU O Y * TRA VEL
CEN TER
«0 C O F F M A N
UN IO N
U of MINN
M P L S MN
55455
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Recollections of Chianti wineries and pasta
by Grace Jones
L orenzo
d e ’ M e d ic i,
M ichelangelo, Leonardo da
Vinci. All of these names evoke
memories of Florence. Along
with 26 other ACM students, I
spent last semester discovering
the home of these men.
Upon arriving in Florence, one
is immediately aware of the age
and grace of the city. Florence is
no sleepy town dreaming of past
glory, but a sophisticated,
cultured city. ACM students live
in the center of town in a small
hotel, the Pensione Colorado,
where they sleep, eat and learn
about the Italian way of life.
Attending students come from
Carleton, St. Olaf, Macalester,
Beloit, M onm outh, Cornell,
Grinnell, Knox, Lake Forest, and
Colorado College, all from dif
ferent backgrounds with dif
ferent m a jo rs—art history,
music, history, and economics.
Last semester our three
professors were A m ericans—
Steven Bailey, Janet Smith, and
Bill Levin. Janet, our program
coordinator and art history
professor, has lived in Florence
for ten years. Her talents as the
coordinator became evident
early in the semester. Besides
speaking fluent Italian, she also
knows the best restaurants in
Italy and can get through the
Italian bureaucracy in record
time.
The work load was lighter than
a normal semester, enabling us
to travel. All of our classes
(Renaissance
History,
Art
History and Italian) were held at
Linguaviva, an Italian School for
foreigners. Seven of us, having
had some Italian before, were in
a more advanced class, while the
remainder started at zero level

learning the basics.
Everyone was able to com
municate in Italian at the end of
the semester. The history and art
history courses brought more
meaning to the city. Papers in art
history entailed studying a fresco
in the church down the street or a
sculpture in the piazza which we
walked through every day.
After eight weeks of classes, we
had a break. Many went to
Greece for some sun; I went to
Paris for 10 days in a beautiful
city.
After the break, we resumed
classes with a different schedule.
For a seminar on Contemporary
Italy, outside speakers came in
once a week. The speakers
ranged from a prominent heart
surgeon, who is fighting the
bureaucracy, to a political leftist
who spoke to us about the Lotta
Continua, one of the many leftist
organizations. It was in these
talks that we gained the insight
into the confusing situation of
Italian politics.
Throughout the semester were
many “ fieldtrips” ranging from
a tour of regional Chianti
wineries to a four-day trip to
Venice and a week long trip to
Rome and Naples. It was during
these trips that we were able to
see the beauties of Italy.
Venice was populated with so
many tourists that I forgot I
was still in Italy after hearing so
much German and English. Day
trips were made to Perugia and
Assisi, Bologna, and Siena.
Rome was an experience in
itself. There was little time to
wander at leisure since we were
lectured on various art works, yet
seeing the Vatican, St. Peter’s,
the Forum , the Colisseum and the

----- m
M
* wucii mey are not in class, and this
occurs without the imposition of artificial living-learning
situations.
6
Otherwise, the proposal is sound. Sometimes a return to
tradition can be a good thing.
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Catacom bs, fighting crowd
ed buses, and watching a
student demonstration will never
be forgotten.
Naples presented a completely
different aspect of Italy—the
poor, depressed, dirty south. But
walking out of the hotel and
seeing Mount Vesuvius as well as
wandering through the ruins of
Pompeii was incredible. I sud
denly become aware of the people
who were actually living there
when the volcano errupted. After
all the trips I was always glad to
go home to Florence.
Florence really did become
home. Beside knowing the city,
we could pick up our mail, wash

clothes, and talk to Gino, our
waiter and surrogate parent.
Gino was always glad to hear our
tales, joke about the trips, and
keep a general eye on us.
In Florence, we didn’t have to
worry about Neopolitan pick
pockets, getting lost in Venice or
Rome, fighting the perpetually
striking Italian trains, or trying
to figure out which bank had the
best rate of exchange for the
wildly fluctuating lira.
As soon as I ’ve scraped up
enough money, I ’m heading back
to Florence for a glass of good
Chianti, a bowl of pasta, a
stroll through the familiar streets
I love.

Trustees add responsibility
by Carol Rees
The Board of Trustees have
accepted a statement of social
responsibility for the investment
of the endowment. They intend to
keep an eye on practices of
corporations
which
have
“ distinctly negative ethical
consequences.”
At the January meetings the
Trustees accepted the one page
statement on the unanimous
recommendation of their In 
vestment Committee. According
to the statement, ‘no securities
will be held in corporations
engaged in activities which are,
on balance, unconsciounable in
the Com m ittee’s judgem ent.”
S im ilarly,
the
investment
m anagers will advise the
University as matters arise in the
corporations
which
have
potential public concern.
t Margaret Carroll, trustee and
appreciation and admiration o!
this year’s Trivia masters and
their Armadillo support staff.
The contest was one of the best in
years bacause of their diligent
and self sacrificing efforts
(Brightman and Rabbi may be
here for another whole year at
this rate). From the advance
publicity to sign off on Sunday
night (Mary Jane Cowan with
back up vocals from 10,000
screaming nuns and orphans),
Trivia was an absolute delight.
We must particularly thank
them for their outstanding
scorekeeping. Using the com
puter was a terrific example of
using computers for m an’s ad
vancement. Ah, sweet
l Trivi
11 1\ia.

heat
of
the
Investment
Responsibility Research Center
in Washington D.C. was so
pleased with this new policy that
she intends to use it as a model in
her work.
Marwin
W rolstad,
vice
president for Financial Affiars,
noted that the Investment
Committee has been working on
this statement for nearly three
years. He remarked that it is not
a rash program and that the
Administration is very pleased
with it.

For Best Logo Designed
We Need a New Logo
Submit Your Entry
by March 3rd.

DûQHlD 7Ú
— (3031

226 E. College Ave.
739-1223

L.U. Sweatshirt
9.95
New Short Sleeve

The Adolescence of P-l,

303 n appleton street

appleton, Wisconsin
(Next to Pipedreams)

Serving the Finest in

GREEK TRADITION

W » h n n p that

CONKEY'S

Would you like to spend next
fall in Florence? The ACM
Program is seeking applicants
from the classes of 1979 and
1980. Art history and Italian
Renaissance literature will be
featured in the curriculum,
along with language study and
a Seminar on Contemporary
Italy. Because the program
runs on the semester system
(September 4 to December
16), Lawrence participants
earn 4->£ credits.
If you are interested in or
even mildly curious about the
Florence Program, please see
Ms. Schutte, the local adviser,
very soon in order to pick up
an application form (due in
early March) and further
information. An opportunity to
get started in Ita lia n is
available in the spring term:
Mr. Alfieri will be teaching
Introductory Italian at 8:30
MTWTh. Susan Dannenbaum
of St. Olaf College, Florence
Program resident director for
1978 and teacher of the
literature courses, will be on
campus Friday, February 24.
All who would like to talk with
her are invited to bring their
lunch trays to the Blue Room
at Downer—or, if they prefer,
call Ms. Schutte to arrange an
appointment with Ms. Dan
nenbaum.

Free $50 In Merchandise

lillllilllilllllilllilllllllliliH

_____________*

Florence in the fall

for your dining ploaturo.

★Souvalkia Y A ’SOU!
(W elcome)

Skewered Lamb served
with rice pilaf, salad, Greek bread and
coffee.

★ Gym - Pita bread or plate.
★ SPECIAL GREEK PLATTER
A lto Serving

• SAGANAKI (Flaetai Ckem)
• BWLAVA

• GREEK VINE, IM N IY

____________
Thomas J. Ryan, $4.95

— The most original science thrill o f the year.

Karras Restaurant
207 N. Appleton St.

739-1122
ft Carry Outs Available

☆ Catering A vailable

The Book of Common Prayer, John Didwn, $ m
— A women’s last and only desire.

Of Women Born, Adrienne Rich, $2-95
— The joy and pain, the myth and the reality of motherhood.

The Michigan Murders, Edward Keyes, $2 .50.
—A diabolical killer on the lose.

Fox Bluff Apartments
Adult Quiet Living
Overlooking River
2 bedroom
3 bedroom
and 3 bedroom with 2 baths

734-9981

Christine Zwiers
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Teakwood treasures
by Marcia Jaffe and
Anne Rieselbach
In contrast to the institutional
chrome and vinyl of Downer
Commons, the unexpected Teakwood Room upstairs belongs to a
more gracious world. Officially,
Downer’s Teakwood Room is
used as a reception area for
special visitors to Lawrence, LU
trustees, and other V IP ’s, but the
historical collection is accessible
to every interested Lawrentian.
In 1892, a Milwaukee Downer
coed, Alice Chapman, admired
an exhibition of Indian carved
wood at the Chicago State Fair.
Her father happened to be the
wealthy T.A. C hapm an of
Milwaukee’s Chapman’s and he
prom ptly ordered an entire
custom-carved roomful of the
precious teakwood for their
Milwaukee home.
There were
considerable
com plications. In order to
transport the elaborate and
costly panels, pillars, arches,
beams, wall-covers, trim, and
furniture from East India to
Milwaukee,
the
A llabadad
Studios had to employ elephants,
oxcarts, ships, and trains. Black
Plague struck that year and
shipment was delayed while each
item was fumigated. Finally the
wood pieces were sent to the
Chapman home in Milwaukee-

after a brief stop in England,
where a similar collection was
being delivered to Windsor
Castle.
For years, the Chapm ans
entertained Downer faculty and
students, as well as local artists
and musicians in their Teakwood
Room. By the bequest of Helen
Chapman, the room was sent,
piece by piece, to Milwaukee
Downer Memorial Library upon
her death.
In 1964, when Lawrence and
Downer merged, the students and
faculty of Milwaukee Downer
pleaded with the trustees to move
the entire Teakwood collection
once again. With vans instead of
elephants, and with no threat of
the Black Plague, the Teakwood
Room, from floor to ceiling, was
brought to Appleton, where it was
stored until the newly-built Jason
Downer Commons could house it
in 1968.
The treasures of the Teakwood
Room include three iridescent
glass Art Nouveau vases by
Emile Galleend Louis Tiffany, a
number of patterned Oriental
ceramics, and various copies of
classical sculpture. In addition to
the cinnamon-colored carved
wood, the room has w a ll
coverings of gold silk shantung,
and several oriental rugs.

We’ll fit the feet
of your favorite
athlete
We re THE ATHLETE’S
FOOT Store And we're
experts at hel
a n d everyone in your
family, select the right
shoes. In the right size.
At the right price

TREASURES in the Teakwood Room include a Tiffany lamp, carved wood chair, stenciled
ceiling panels, and decorated wood beams.
—Photos by Dan McGehee

“No one knows the
athlete’s foot like
THE ATHLETE’S FOOT.”

Alhlele’s
Foot.

212 East College Ave., Appleton, Wl 54911
(414)733-8602

D C M T .A .rA D

n U

l l

H

v M lI

WEEKEND SPECIAL
only $19.95/8* Mild

Including 200 FREE miles.
mile;

Pick up Friday noon, drop
off Monday at 9 a.m.

Introducing

from Milwaukee

O P E N D A IL Y F R O M 11:00 A . M - M I D N I G H T
F R ID A Y - S A T U R D A Y : 11:00 A.M.-2:00 A .M .

Phone A head for Fast Service— 731-0644

Rent a New Ford As Low As:

$8 P E R D A Y ; 8*per mile
Call for Special Holiday Rates and For Reservations:

Dave Branlmeier or Tex Harding - 731-5211
Everything From Pintos to 12 Pass’ Wagons
you must be 21 years old, tarent

See Tom Brauer, Ext 330
Your Student Rep. Co-Op

is the biggest thing to hit the valley since the
introduction of truly B IG appetites.

MONDAY SPECIALi! Buy kalf a turkey sub,
and

get

a F R E E small coke. Reg. $1.35.. . .
347 W . College Ave.
Across from tke Viking Theatre

FORD
LM ihtg A Rent-A-Car

(Well Worth the Walk)

731-S211

3030 W. College Ave.—2 Blks. E. of 41
Mon., Wed., Fri. til 9-Sat, 8-5

95*
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S///>cd&itftidien, Jne.

Tea for Two!

Office Furniture & Supplies--Art A Drafting Materials
213 E College Ave, Appleton, Wisconsin 54911

OfficeDesignandLayoutElectrostatic Copiers

_
P

DM 7)t-t431

Sansui Stereo System

All Sansui Components
Receiver, Turntable, Reverberator, and 2 speakers
Call Jim

733-7766

O R E - O 'S
u r
M o u

ferry's

o
s e 6/9 WfST QOLLECrC * • A P P L B T O N
'

- OPEN

3 = 3 7 DA ILY -

P IP E S H O P

Custom Tobaccos, Pipes, Accessories
Magazines

^ P - E - O IA U

304 E. College Ave., 734-2821

ALL YOU CAN DRINK
BCCft

3 Biov-> d iu -

< 3 3

0

H IG -H B A L L S :

j3=37
'jr o
-6-37
' j f P.M
r.m,.

Ho u r s / Monday*Friday
OUV*

» 3 .S O M O A L 5

You get a free one-ounce
package of tea when you buy
any two of that size at THE
WIRE WHISK. Just clip the
coupon below and stop in. It’s
our way of introducing you to
our fine bulk teas.

t 3 .0 0

S f\ O t s

' ' C A L L IT & M S ,
^ C O C K t A I L i A V A ILA B LE A t O UR USUAL P R I C E S

One FREE 1 oz. package of tea.

HUA6RI*f

Have a

with purchase of two others

RED DEVIL

111 S. Appleton, St.
Appleton
731-7471

and

SMILE

It's NICE to be important BUT
it's more important to be NICE.

Roundtrip from M plt

BAHAMAS-*389°°

Air • Hotel. 2/25. 3/4. 3/11, 3/1«, 3/25

EUROPE-* 339°°
S u m m tr 17-77 D ay «

223 E. College Ave.
Appleton

London, Frankfurt. Amsterdam
For tree info, call or write Reader Travel
100 N 7th St . Suite 610. M p ls 55403
(612) 338-2900 N o collect calls
Be a Cam p u l R#p
Earn Caah and a Fra« Trip

THE GUILD

FREE DELIVERY
With This Ad

-Drive-Up Window now available
- Also, Hungri’s will now be open until after bar closing <2.10

ami

m c A L o n n B un

217 E. C o lle g e A v e . • A p p le t o n • 731-5353
IS FINALLY

OPEN FOR BUSINESS
Featuring These Fine Craft Establishments

TWO LOCATIONS
1418 N. Richmond
Appleton, Wis.
733-0172

545 High Street
(Next to campus)
Oshkosh. Wis.
235-0223

1

Phone Fo r Pick ups & Delivery
Open 10:30 a.m. to Midnight Everyday

Pizza
Palace

ftifi&AA'S TIM&
lim n rjiTim
Fantastic Selection
O f Albums — Rock,
Country, Jazz, Folk,
Bluegrass & Classical

LOST
HORIZOH
SILVER
HANDCRAFTED
JE W E L R Y
Rings, Bracelets,
Earrings, Necklaces

Also Smoke Shop Articles
Hi' i

NOW SERVING

D eep D ish P izza
D E L IV E R Y TIL I A .M .

S I S IV. C o lle g e A v e n u e
784-9131

T A L IA X
IIS IX E

M OON
DANCE
LEATHER

I jl IE

GILMOUR
BROS.
MUSICK
GALLERY

F IN E IN S T R U M E N T S
Handcrafted Leather,
Complete Repair
Belts, Wallets, Purses, I
BodaS (Wine Skins), & Hats i
Facility - Excellent
\ Custom Ordered Garments
Service

ifcs

--------------------

¿mm
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GOING5 ON ABOUT C A M P U 5
Campus Notes
Tonight
7:30 p.m.—Film, “ Lolita,” 161
Youngchild.
8:00 p.m.—Recital, Tim Fale ’79,
organ, Memorial Chapel.
8:00
p .m .— “ M arriag e
of
Figaro,’’Stansbury
Theatre.
9:00 p.m.—Second Annual Kohler
Tower Party, Kohler Hall.
Saturday
7:30 p.m.—Film “ Lolita,” 161
Youngchild.
8:00— “ M arriage of F ig a r o ,”
Stansbury Theatre.
Sunday
2:30— S e x u a lity D is c u s s io n
Group,
H am ar
Room ,
R iverview
Lounge.
This
discussion group, run by the
Committee for Gay Awareness,
is open to all people regardless
of sexual preference. For more
inform atio n please contact
David McColgin, ext. 311.
6:00-8:00
p .m . — O p e n in g
reception, display of paintings
and sculpture from Lawrence
U n i v e r s it y
P e rm an e n t
collection, W orcester Art
Center.
9:00—Coffeehouse open with live
e ntertainm ent and n atu ral
foods.
Monday
4:15
p .m .—LUCC
M eeting,
Riverview Lounge.
7:00
p .m .— F in an cial
Aid
Meeting, Trever and Colman.
7:00 p .m .—Student R e cita l,
Harper Hall.
8:30 p.m.—Recital, Reed An
derson ’79, viola, Harper Hall.
Tuesday
7:30 p .m .— “ Andre M a lra u x ’s
MAN’S FATE,” Anne P. Jones,
201 Stephenson.
Wednesday
7:00
p .m .—F in an cial
Aid
Meeting, Kohler.
7:30 p.m.—Film, “ A Night at the
Opera” , 161 Youngchild.
8:00 p .m .— Phi Beta K appa
Lecture
on
c h ild re n ’s
Literature, Elizabeth Forter,
Worchester Art Center.
Thursday
8:00
p .m .—R e cita l,
Ja n e t
Palumbo ’78, piano, Harper
Hall.

General
Announcements
A Moon For The
Misbegotten
The Guthrie Theater’s 1977-78
production of Eugene O’Neill’s
“A Moon for the Misbegotten”
will come to the Fox Cities
February 27 and 28, with the
original cast, costumes and set
from the Guthrie mainstage in
M inneapolis.
E vening
per
formances are scheduled for 8
p.m. each night and a special
student matinee will be presented
at 11:30 a.m. Tuesday February
28. All performances will be
presented in the P ickard
Auditorium of Neenah’s A rm 
strong High School and are
sponsored by Lawrence.
Art Showing

LUCC NOTICE
There are still LUCC Com
mittee openings to be filled: 1
on the WLFM Board of Con
trol, 1 on the Athletic Commit
tee, and 6 openings on SEC.
Applications can be picked up
at the LUCC office. The com
pleted applications must be
returned by noon, February
22. SEC applications are due
March 3.
The following organizations
have not yet returned their
registration sheets. These
must also be received by
noon,
February
22.
Organizations which fail to do
so will lose their registered
status. University privileges
will not be extended until a
renewal is made.
Delta Tau Delta
Kappa Alpha Theta
“ L” Club
Phi Delta Theta
Phi Kappa Tau
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia
Phi Sigma
Kohler House Council
Sage House Council
AAA
Black Women s Association
Christian Science Organization
Coffeehouse
Downer Feminist Council
Field Hockey
Film Classics
Friends of Unicef
Lantern
Lawrence Christian Fellowship
LU Counseling System
Lawrence International
LU Chess Club
LU Geological Society
LU Opera Society
LU Outing Club
LU Photographic Society
LU Rugby Club
Mortar Board
WLFM
Lawrence Evensosong Singers

Financial Aid Meeting
A representative from the
financial aid office will host
discussions on how they will help
meet the rising costs for next
year. Meetings in the dormitories
will be held on Monday, February
20 at 7:00 in Trever and Colman
and on Wednesday, February 22
at 7:00 in Kohler.
World Energy
Sources Discussed
Nearly one quarter of United
States energy is dependent upon
im ported oil. The future of
alternative energy sources will

be discussed February 21, as part
of the 1978 Great Decisions
Lecture-Luncheon Series. The
lecture will begin at 12:30 p.m. in
the Gold Room of Downer
Commons and will be preceded
by a luncheon at 11:45 a.m.
Humanities Institute
An introduction to Andre
Malraux’s “ Man’s Fate” will be
given in a Humanities Institute
lecture Tuesday, February 21, at
7:30 p.m .
in
Room
201,
Stephenson Hall. The lecture is
free and open to the public.
Opera Presentations
On Saturday at 1:00 p.m. The
M etropolitan Opera presents
T scha ik o v s k y ’s “ E u g e n e
Onegin” live from Lincoln Center
in New York. The cast includes
Sherrill Milnes, Nicolai Gedda,
and Teresa Zylis-Garar. James
Levin will be the conductor.
WPNE, 87.3 FM.
On Sunday at 1:00 p.m. Sunday
Opera Matinee w ill present
“ Giuseppe
Verdi:
Ita lia n
Genius” . This week’s opera is
“ Don Carlos” with an all-star
cast that includes Renata
Tebaldi, Carlo Bergonzi, Grace
M elzia
Bom bry,
D ietrich
Fischer-Diskeau, and Nicolai
G hiarov. Georg Solti is the
conductor. Host Dorian G. Ross
will present a commentary prior
to the opera. WLFM, 91.1 FM.
Summer Employment
Applications are now being
accepted in the Financial Aid
Office, Brokaw Hall, for summer
work opportunities for Lawrence
students at Bjorklunden, Baileys
Harbor, Wisconsin. Applicants
are asked to have letters of
recom m endation
from
two
former employers and from one
Lawrence faculty member with
whom the student has worked
closely.
Work
begins
im 
mediately after Commencement
and continues through the last
week of August. Lodging and
cooking facilities will be provided
by the University. The workweek
will involve Saturday and Sunday
assignments. Tasks will include
general
m aintenance
and
custodial work and forestrywood-cutting work, as well as the
conducting of public visitations
and tours. Completed a p 

plications should be in the
Financial Aid Office by Monday,
March 6. Interviews for those
applicants invited will be held
during the workweek of March
13, and all applicants will be
advised as to the decisions before
the second term ends.
Ormsby Candy Sale
Keep your eyes open for the
Ormsby Candy Sale! Sometime
within the next few weeks the
candy will be sold in all dorms
and all around campus. So save
your money to treat your sweet
tooth!!!

Personals

TO THE PINK LITER person
who has come out of the closet: We
would appreciate your help on the

Lawrentian.

DEAR CLIFF: Like, wow, man.
Joni Mitchell LOVES ass-kicking
sophomores. She sure is a SMART
cookie. Ahem. “ Give him a bong!”
Mellow Willie
J W7J bT KR, R W,7t7al7BuyginTn
the Futures Market! A good invest
ment. Ill even sell it. Nice picture.
All grins, eh, eh?
BO
MO, LARRY AND CURLY invite
YOU to the Viking Room to celebrate
the first Tuesday Night Celluloid Break
at 9, 10, and 11 p.m. this week: “ Ants
in the Pantry” (Three Stooges), “ Good
Noose” (Daffy Duck), “ Tortoise Beats
the Hare” (Bugs Bunny), “ Zoom at
the Top” (Roadrunner), “ Doggone
People” (Elmer Fudd).
HEY MRsT REES — Howabout
getting off Carol Jane’s case and have
a little respect for the dead (3 times, no
less). Besides, the Paul Harvey article
was damn good, I thought.
B.
Eeeeeeeeeeeeed!!!!!!!!!— Glad you
didn’t take it personally.
JEEZ, CAROL, that’s great. We’re
so glad we could help you out. That’s
what we’re here for, is to help you
good kids out because we like ya’ and
we like to work hard for ya. The Masters.

Classies

Garage for rent, price negotiable.
Call Trish Abler, 731-6782.
FOR SALE: Pioneer PL 12D table,
good stanton cartridge. NEW stylus.
Price negotiable, call Willie ext. 392.

Con
notations
This evening at 7 p.m. in the
Chapel, Tim Fale will present an
organ recital. He will be playing
Du Mage’s Basse de Trompette,
Bach’s Fantasy and Fugue in G
Minor, Hindemith’s Sonata No. 3,
and Messiaen’s Ascension Suite.
Monday, February 20 at 7 p.m.
in Harper Hall, another student
recital will be given. Violinist
Pam Brailey will be playing
Fio cco’s Allegro, and Jenny
Lowe, also a violinist, will be
playing
N a rd in i’s
Allegro
moderato. Cellist Sara Matthews
will perform the Fantasia from
Kodaly’s Sonata, Opus 4, and
mezzo-soprano Jane Dickoff will
sing three Strauss songs. Beth
Jenkins, piano, will play two
pieces by Ireland, and Laura
Zientek,
piano,
will
play
Schumann’s Papillons, Opus 2.
Monday, February 20 at 8:30
p.m. in Harper Hall, Reed An
derson, viola, will present a
recital. He will play Brahms’
Sonata for Viola and Piano in F
Minor, Opus 120, No. 1, assisted
by p ianist E llen Olson. His
program will also include
F a u r e ’s Quartet for Piano,
Violin, Viola, and Cello, Opus 15.
Assisting on the Faure will be
Frank B abbitt, violin; Jeff
Gibbens, piano; and John Lutterman, cello.
The last of the Freshman
Convocations w ill be given
Tuesday, February 21 at 11:15
a.m. in Harper Hall. Miriam
D uncan, M arjory Irv in , and
James Ming will be speaking
about tutorials, independent
studies, and honors projects.
Thursday, February 23 at 8
p.m . in H arper H all, Janet
Palumbo will present a harp
sichord, v irg ina l and piano
recital. Her program includes
works by Bach, Couperin, Farnaby, Beethoven, and Bartók.

CO-OP Transportation Information
MAD VANS

R EN T-A -C A R
WATCH FOR POSTERS!

If you are 21 and would like to rent
a car, van or 4-wheel drive truck, contact
the Co-op office (x654) or Tom Brauer
(x330).

Twice a term, Co-op runs a car or van to the Uni
versity of Wl Madison Library. The vehicle will
leave Downer at 9 a.m. and return by midnight.
Cost is *6.00. The next date for this term is Tues.,
Feb. 27.

From the
l^awrence University
Permanent Art Collection
PA IN T IN G S • SC U LPT U R E

Worcester Art Center
February 1»- March 3,1978
Gallery Hours:
10a.m.-5p m , Mon thruFri
1 5 p m , Sat &Sun
An opening reception will be held on
Sunday, Feb 19, from 6-8 p m in the
Worcester Art Center

Come See Bob, Harold.and
Sharon at

CAMPUS

Barber Shop
129 N. Durkee St.
at Washington
Call for an Appointment

739-1805

Over the Holidays and at the end
of the term, Co-op will provide tran
sportation to the Airport for a cost of
$2.00. Just call the office one day
before your flight is due to leave & we
will provide transportation from your
r\ C p i r ^

/fl\

IrA J

L h \

t0

th e

A ir P ort.

You

can also arrange to
be picked up at the
airp o rt upon your
return if you give
your flight number
and arrival time to
the Co-op before you
jave.

¡îôKSSi"? 9°
Co-op will be running busses to
Chicago-S kokie,
M ilw aukee
and
possibly Mpls. at the end of the term.
The cost to Chicago-Skokie is $10 one
way, $19 round-trip, and Mpls. $18 one
way, $35 round-trip. This trip will run
ONLY if we have 35 or more.
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Vikes upset Lake Forest 63-62

Broombaii Reports
by Barkley Bristle
Lots of broombaii action has occured at Ormsby Stadium the
last two weeks. The Men’s I.M. schedule has been completed
with the Phi Delts running away with it.
The Phis won three games by a total score of 20-0, and were
awarded a forfeit against the Figis. The unbeaten, unscored
upon powerhouse team was led by the brilliant play-making
TAG LINE of “ Outlaw” Kelm, Jim m y “ Pet” Petran, and Bill
“Slimon.” Solid defensive support was turned in by “ Yiannos”
Lien, “ Mongoose” Vickrey, and "Gates” Perlstein, while Johan
(spelled with a J) Hartup sparkled in shut-out goalie form.
The second-place Betas proved to be tough competition for the
Phis in the first half of their game. Close fore-checking by
“ Puka” Palm, Kelly Taylor, Clayton Lund, and “J.B .” Bill
stifled the TAG line until with a minute to play in the first half,
“Slimon” took a pass from “ Outlaw” and rammed it home. The
Phis took charge from the beginning of the second stanza to win
going away 5-0. Goals were scored by “ Slimon,” two by
“Yiannos,” and one by “ Gates.” The Beta’s close-checking
form enabled them to stop the mediocre attack of the Figis cold
in a 3-1 win. “J.B .,” “ Puka,” and Lund scored for the Betas.
The Delts played their best game of the season against the
Betas as the usual impotent attack of the Delts came alive to
score 2 goals. The game ended in a tie, 2-2.
Meanwhile, the Figis took on the Delts for third place and . .
the Figis WON! Those athletic muggers, commonly known as
Figis, managed a goal by Dan “ the m an” Stapleton, and then
hung on for the win, 1-0, despite the frustrated and soft-nosed
hitting applied by the Delts.
The Delts roared right back against the cellar-dweller Phi
Taus, and managed an impressive and dominating win, 1-0. Ralf
“The Stone” Harrison provided the firepower when he blasted a
shot through the porous Phi Tau defense.
The poor Phi Taus play good broombaii and stay tough for
the first five minutes then . . . they lose their sparkle. The Phi
Taus have yet to marr their winless and scoreless record to
date.

Final Broombaii Standings
Phi Delts
Betas
Delts
Figis
Phi Taus

Won

Lost

Tie

Goals For/Goals Against

4
2
1
1
0

0
1
2
2
3

0
1
1
0
0

21-0
7-8
3-10
2-4
0-9

The Figis and Phi Taus have yet to play each other.
So, the CHECKER T. CALHOUN M EM ORIAL CUT is
awarded to the Phis for the Broombaii Champioship for 1978.
The Phi Delts remain unscored upon for the entire year, in
cluding Winter Weekend Tournament, and, as rumor has it, are
willing to take on all comers in any challenge match.

Lacrosse skates over Vikes 4-2
by Boom Boom Berkowltz
On Friday night, February 3rd,
the Lawrence hockey team was
convincingly beaten by Madison
Tech, 7 to 1. Hoping to gain
themselves a play-off berth
Lawrence traveled to LaCrosse
to play the U niversity of
Wisconsin-LaCrosse team on
Friday night and then was
supposed to play University of
Wisconsin-Eau
Claire
on
Saturday. Unfortunately things
did not work out that way.
As many Lawrence students
were enjoying themselves over
Winter-Weekend, the Lawrence
hockey team was experiencing
an unpleasant trip to Western
Wisconsin. The Vikings started
by driving to their hotel in
LaCrosse and then they jumped
back on the bus and drove to
Rochester, Minnesota to play the
LaCrosse team.
Without their coach, Lawrence
was under the direction of Larry
“Slim” Domash during this road
trip. The team arrived at the
Rochester rink 20 minutes late
for the game. The contest started
out evenly. Lawrence got the first
goal which was scored by Amos
M iner, known by m any as
“ Brains” for his vast intellectual
capabilities. John Laing and
Andy (“talk-too-much” ) McNeill
assisted on the goal. After the
first Lawrence goal LaCrosse
caught fire and added four goals
of their own, taking advantage of
Lawrence
penalties
and
mistakes.
With a change in coaches there
was autom atically a drastic
change in strategy. Many were
aware that some changes were
necessary because Lawrence
was not performing anywhere
near to their potential. Although
it is difficult to change a team’s
style of play in the middle of the
season, a gallant try was made on
the part of “ Slim ” Domash. A
much more disciplined style of
hockey was implemented during

last week’s practice sessions.
Those who attended practice
gained experience with the new
“ system,” and the team adapted
to the “ system” well. In Friday
nights game, 5 of the 6 goals
scored against Lawrence can be
attributed to minor mix-ups in
the “ system” . When Lawrence
did play according to the
“ system” they were a much
better team.
The LaCrosse team constantly
beat Lwerence to the puck and
for most of the game they were in
control. It was an extremely
physical game as the referees
lost control and there were many
“ cheap-shots”
taken
by
LaCrosse. With eight minutes left
in the game, an unfortunate
accident occurred which ended
the game. A LaCrosse player was
fighting for the puck and ac
cidently stepped on the back of
Lawrence goalie’s head. The
result was a deep cut behind Scott
Blood’s right ear. It was agreed
by both teams to end the game,
with Lawrence losing 6-4. The
fearless Scott Blood wanted to
play the game on Saturday, but
the team was concerned about
Scott’s health so they voted
against playing the game and
returned to Lawrence.
In the LaCrosse game Gregg
“ No Sleep” Leslie had two goals
which were assisted by the
“domineering” Scott Roeper, the
ever-popular Tim O’Brien, and
the bad-tempered Dave Solomon.
Tim O’Brien also had a goal
which was assisted by “ Beat”
Schultze. Holiday Inn also offered
a reward for two missing bottles
of cham paign. It was also
reported that Gregg Leslie was
suspended from the W.C.H.A.
indefinitely for blowing kisses to
the girls in the stands.
Lawrence will skate against
U niversity
of
WisconsinWhitewater this Saturday night
at 9:15 at the Tri-Cities Ice
Arena.

by Clutch Cargo
“ We finally proved to everyone
that we’re as good as any team in
this league,” said an elated Mike
Fogel after the Vikes held off a
late Lake Forest surge to nip the
Foresters 63-62. The Viking win
was their first in conference play,
while the Foresters suffered their
first conference loss.
The four previous conference
losses included two one point
losses to Beloit, a two point loss to
Ripon, and a five point defeat at
the hands of the Chicago
Maroons. All the games were
close but the Vikes were always
coming up short in the waining
moments. That is until they met
the first place Foresters in Lake
Forest last Saturday nite.
“ Yeah we finally won a close
one,” chuckled Fogel. “ But we
did what we had to do. We made
the free throws down the stretch

and we played good defense
throughout the game.”
The Vikes had taken an eight
point halftime lead, only to see
their advantage shrink to three
with just 38 seconds remaining.
The Foresters then forced a
Lawrence turnover and quickly
converted into a field goal to
narrow the gap to one. The Vikes
turned the ball over again, but
the Foresters failed to capitilize
when they missed a freethrow on
the first half of a one and one
situation. Lake Forest had one
last chance to win the game, but
an errant Forester shot was
hauled down by freshm an
superstar Jeff “ Zoe” Wisser.
“ We played the last part of the
game with three freshmen in
there (the other two were Jim
Piotrowski and Brian Fenhaus).
Three starters fouled out (Pete
Hachmeister, Dave Klaeser, and

Rob Cohen) and those guys come
in under a pressure situation and
won the game. That shows that
this team is headed on its way up.
We’ve got a lot of good players
now, and these freshmen are
going to be even better next
year.”
Senior Kelly Taylor led all
scorers with 22 points. Fenhaus
added 10 for the winners, while
Hachmeister and Fogel chipped
in 8 apiece. Fogel is optimistic
about the Vikes chances of
finishing above .500 for the first
time in 23 years, “ I think we’re
pointed in the right direction now.
We’ve got momentum, there’s no
reason why we shouldn’t be able
to win the rest of our games and
finish 12-10.” The Vikes will try to
continue their w inning ways
Saturday afternoon at 4:00 p.m.
against the University of Chicago
at Alexander Gym.

Women's basketball team splits four games
by D.H. Hartigan
The Lawrence U niversity
Women’s Basketball team has

been busy in the past 2 weeks,
playing 4 games. They were all
good games and each one was a

good experience for the team.
February 3rd, the Vikes’ hosted
Lakeland College. This was one
of the better games played this
season;
the V ikings were
shooting 43 percent from the
floor.
Leading scorers were Coralee
Ferk with 18 points, Pam Skinner
by Scratch
with 13, and Vicki Corbeil with 11.
and Smile
Linda Meyer also contributed 5,
THE JAMAICA CHRONICLES (continued from last week,
Marian Magee 3, Amy Bell 2, and
and the week before that)
finally, Cindy Boeye with 1.
Our room was on the 32nd floor but, with our vision severely
Corbeil led in rebounds with 6.
impaired by the lampshades on our heads and the alcohol
Magee and Corbeil both played
content of our blood, we inadvertantly pushed the elevator
aggressively and managed to
button for the 57th floor, which happened to be the top floor of the
steal the ball 4 times apiece. The
building. What followed then was truly a sobering experience.
Vikes won this game 53-32.
When those elevator doors parted they revealed an entire
F ebruary 4th, the Vikes
armory. The walls were vocered with automatic weapons,
travelled to Edgewood College in
rocket launchers, bazookas, mortars, and little green folding
Madison where they barely won,
shovels. In one corner was a partially assembled B-l bomber.
46-44. They were ahead by 8
But the most terrifying sight of all was the liquor cabinet in the
points
at
half-time,
but
corner, which was filled completely with unopened bottles of
Edgewood succeeded in catching
saki. Thoughts of a communist revolution danced in our heads.
up to the Vikings and tied the
We were frozen with terror.
game 44-44 with one minute left to
This turned out to be very fortunate, for the next instant two
play.
guards ran up and grabbed us. We thought we were goners until
Coralee Ferk was the “ star” ,
one of them mumbled something about the pig-dog capitalists
sinking 2 free throws to put the
certainly manufacturing ugly lamps and his comrade replied
Vikes ahead by 2 points and
that this exploitation of the masses would soon be ended. What
winning the game. Scoring was
luck! A communist takeover was imminent, but what could we
dominated by 3 people: Linda
do? We decided to play cool and pretend to be lamps.
Meyer with 17 points, Vicki
We were taken into a moderate sized room whose walls were
Corbeil with 10, and Pam Skinner
covered with maps. A large map of the United States was spread
with 9. These also rebounded well
out on a bamboo table in the middle of the room. Most of the
and took 13, 11, and 12 respec
large cities were circled in red. We had been brought in to
tively.
provide more light to read the map by. Already those Red
The
follow ing
Tuesday,
Chinese flunkies were groping around looking for our cords.
February 7th, the Vikes travelled
This was a fine mess.
to M ilw aukee to play the
Thinking quickly and remembering some Chem. 3, we took
M arquette W arriors in the
out our cheap capitalistic Bic lighters and, flicking them only
Milwaukee Arena.
By the
once, we succeeded in setting our breath on fire, due to its’
half, the Vikes were only down by
extraordinarily high alocholic content. Evidently this provided
10. Unfortunately the Warriors
enough light, for soon three figures dressed in full military
broke loose in the second half and
regalia entered the room. Believe us readers, the shock we
won the game 69-43.
received when these three particular personages entered the
On M onday, February 13
room almost put our lights out. Who should they be but Mao-Tsethey took on Marion College.
Tung, Howard Hughes, and Amelia Earhart! (continued next
Though the team did not win, the
week).
loss was not as bad as before. The
score was 57-45.
Back in action Saturday,
-0
February 18, the Vikes take on
Maranatha on their homecourt.
by Adolf Keefer
required diving record.
The surprising Lawrence Swim
The remainder of the team, Good luck, Vikes.
team improved its overall record
though sw im m ing their best
to 4 and 2 by trouncing Beloit 73- against Oshkosh, was only able to
34, and then losing narrowly to
capture two first places. Jack
the powerful U niversity of
by Puka
Erkilla, swimming against many
Wisconsin Oshkosh swimmers.
Once
again,
the
Betas
home town foes, gave a sterling
Against Beloit Lawrence swim performance in the gut busting dominated Intramural Bowling
mers took first place in all
200 yard butterfly, taking a first this winter. John “ Dancing Feet”
events except one. Victories in
place with a time of 2:05.6. Junior Bill led the Beta’s to an over
individual events were led off by
speedster Scott “ Stretch” Myers, whelming 900 pin victory over the
Bill Shaw who swept the field in
son of Lawrence Alumni Ronnie Delts, with the Phi Delts finishing
the 1000 yard freestyle. Fresh “ Meiers” Myers (1953), blasted a close third. With the help of Bob
man standout John Chambers
off the blocks in both meets to Frank, Plantz was able to finish a
captured two firsts in the 200 yard
take firsts in the 50 yard free distant second behind Ormsby in
freestyle and 500 yard freestyle.
style, Myers, who is undefeated the Hall Division. Bob bowls alot
Captain Jeff Edwards, despite a
in the 50 so far this year, is one of like he shoots free throws; he
severe case of fatigue stemming
the top three 50 freestylers in the misses alot. His 46 in the first
from Trivia flu, sparked off the
conference and is a sure bet to week was the lowest score ever
team ’s victory by opening up a
place well at the conference rolled in I.M. bowling history. In
strong lead in the 400 medley
meet. The team ’s performance the Women’s Division, Elaine
relay and by swimming away
was supported by strong efforts Milius and her Colman “ Cuties”
from the field in the 200 coming from Mark “ my shoulder edged out Ormsby for the Hall
backstroke.
title while the Alpha Chi’s took
hurts” Krolow, R olief P.W .
Diving ace Dick Hoag neared
the sorority crown.
Loveland, and Jim Akker.
his goal of attaining a slot in the
The swimmers final home meet
All bowlers would like to thank
national com petition. Against
will be tomorrow at 11:00. This is Jim Miningoff (Manager of Sabre
Beloit, Hoag established a new
your final chance to see seniors Lanes), Keith Jameson (league
optional diving record. Hoag’s
Erich Press, Jeff Edwards, Bill secretary), and Leta Lyon (I.M.
performance during the Oshkosh
Shaw, and Kreg Scully. Former director). Their help and
meet moved him within 4.5 points
Lawrence swimming star Paul cooperation has once again made
of the magic number for NCAA
Morrison will offer a half barrel bowling the most popular of all
championships and also set a new
to the 247th spectator.
intramural activities.

Sidetracks

Swimmers top Beloit, UW

Beta bowlers roll

